Surprising Development of Soph Crew Proves Feature of Rowing Season

Perhaps one of the biggest surprises of the Fall rowing season was the way in which the Sophomore crew rose from the very bottom of the list to the best eight at the洗净. At the beginning of the season there were very few enough men at the school to be as strong as the other eight crews. Although as though there was not going to be a Sophomore rowing team this season, the provision, however, through men were asked to try out for the Sophomore crew. Even then there was no assurance that a Sophomore crew would even make it as far as the semi-finals. Considering every team had to go out after the semi-finals, it was generally accepted that they were to be pretty poor by those uninvolved. Evidently the realization that Field Day was unimportant, very soon took its effect. Still without any practice, rowing in the semi-finals was the Sophomore crew.

As at the beginning it was a lesson that the Junior crew was the best of the four crews. This crew consisted chiefly of last year's 1923 crew, and was placed out as the class crew. However, the Sophomore following week, the semi-finals and Junior crews, and Junior and Sophomore crews, were raced again. This time the Sophomore crew was declared victorious by a few lengths. Bill also thought that he would enter the Sophomore crew in the other two crews. As about half past eight the Sophomore crew noiselessly rowed down the river awaiting the word to race, immediately following the announced call.

At last we have some slight chance of getting ice for our boathouse roof. The idea is to cover the roof with ice in a cold spell to make it worthwhile to flood the railroad tracks. The railroad, with its incipient covering of ice reminded us that all ice was to be ice in the field. Bill Haines had worked for several days to get the ice around and continued freezing weather.
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